DRESS CODE POLICY

Students are to wear clothing in the manner it was designed to be worn, i.e., clothing worn backward or inside-out, is not allowed. Specifically, pants worn too low (low riders), too long, or excessively large or tight are not permitted.

All pants (including shorts and skirts) will be worn at the natural waist level.

Students are not to wear clothing that reveals the body in an improper manner. (Examples: clothing which is form fitting, too tight, too short, bare at the midriff when arms are fully extended above the students' head, bare at the sides, sun dresses, "spaghetti strap" type tops, off-the-shoulder tops, tank tops, razor-back tops, low-cut front or backless tops, sheer or see-through clothing, etc.). Undergarments should be worn in an appropriate manner and should not be visible. All straps on female tops must be a minimum of 2 inches wide. Sleeveless shirts or tops for male students are prohibited. Pajama style pants are not allowed.

Leggings (including those with sheer cut outs) are not considered pants and must be covered with appropriate clothing that extends to the mid-thigh.

T-shirts or any other type clothing or personal item bearing a reference to alcoholic beverages, tobacco products, drugs, drug-related slogans, and/or any other wording, drawing, pictures, etc., which in any way can be interpreted as being "off-color," suggestive, obscene, or offensive are not permitted.

Clothing and/or accessories which are disruptive or distracting to the learning environment or which identifies a student as being a member of a gang or any subversive or unlawful organization will not be allowed.

During the school day, students are not to wear caps, hats, bandannas, sunglasses (unless prescribed by a physician), or other headwear (ex. Hoodie pulled up over head, ski hat, etc.) which completely covers the head.

Students are not to wear clothing that reveals the body in an inappropriate manner. (Examples: clothing which is form fitting, too tight, too short, bare at the midriff when arms are fully extended above the students' head, bare at the sides, sun dresses, "spaghetti strap" type tops, off-the-shoulder tops, tank tops, razor-back tops, low-cut front or backless tops, sheer or see-through clothing, etc.). Undergarments should be worn in an appropriate manner and should not be visible. All straps on female tops must be a minimum of 2 inches wide. Sleeveless shirts or tops for male students are prohibited. Pajama style pants are not allowed.
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